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To input new finishes the software 
update for new AluK Price List please 
follow the instructions below.

Step 1:

In Element screen whilst inputting window, door or screening position. Select “Position 
Properties” category from left hand menu.

Step 2:

The Position Properties pop up window will include a Colour category which allows user to 
choose between either Single or Dual Colour options based on project specification
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Step 3:

All of the new AluK colour ranges are included with a drop-down menu so that specific 
finishes within each range can be selected e.g. BASE 7016M. 

Step 4:

If a finish is required that is NOT contained with AluK colour ranges, it is still possible to 
obtain pricing for this. Please contact your AluK customer services representative who will 
be able to provide the Price Banding for the colour. This will fall into one of the Colour Price 
Bands A-D. Users can then select the relevant colour banding without specifying colour 
code. The code for the colour can then be entered onto the order outputs either on word 
processor or spreadsheet formats.

When the order is processed the colour will then be uploaded on next Logikal version 
under the relevant price banding and so will be listed if used again on another project. 

PLEASE NOTE: Ensure that correct colour band is obtained for finishes not listed as if the 
wrong price band is selected/input this could result in supplied quotation pricing being 
inaccurate.
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Step 5:

In Home screen click the green Updates box. 

Step 6:

If dual colour is needed for pricing and ordering this is chosen in the same way as the 
single colour apart from a colour needs allocation for both internal and external sides. Any 
finish from any AluK colour band can be selected and even mixed from different bands. If 
different bands are selected for internal and external sides the price will be assigned from 
the higher tier.

Step 7:

If there are profiles within the position that cannot be dual coloured (they do not possess 
a polyamide thermal break as an assembled part) a notification will appear at the end to 
notify that a single colour finish will need to be selected instead.

If you have any questions, please call the Technical Services Team on 01291 639 739 or 
send an email here.
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